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Using life insurance strategically
How producers and policy holders stand to benefit

Life can be complicated. Clients of financial professionals rely on them for proactive strategies  
that can help navigate financial uncertainties that may increase as the clients get older.  

At Nationwide, we’ve developed informative pieces that can help the producers you serve 
understand the vital role life insurance can play in well-devised financial plans.

The role of life insurance in a financial 
picture  
Life insurance can be an important 
component of any well-diversified 
portfolio. When deciding how to invest, 
it’s important your financial professionals 
and their clients understand the internal 
rate of return (IRR) and how it compares 
between life insurance products and 
other investments.
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Wealth transfer with Nationwide 
CareMatters® II
Discover how life insurance with   
Nationwide CareMatters® II may be used 
to help fund long-term care needs and 
still provide an inheritance for family 
members.
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Using life insurance as a retirement 
income supplement    
While the Roth IRA is attractive, some 
Nationwide® indexed universal life (IUL)
products offer a variety of features 
and benefits that may be used as a 
supplement to the Roth IRA. This case 
study illustrates how.  
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Unraveling the self-insure myth -  
Why the affluent need LTC coverage   
Affluent clients require a unique 
approach—one that involves the need to 
protect their financial portfolio against a 
potential market downturn by planning 
for long-term care costs. This white 
paper outlines how to have impactful  
discussions that can lead to successful 
outcome. 
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Show clients the value of tax-free 
income in retirement   
The insurance-based income solution 
(IBIS) is one of the simplest income tax 
mitigation strategies. An IBIS can help 
clients who are interested in having a 
liquid asset that grows tax-free and can 
provide tax-free income.
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How to use IRA distributions to fund 
Nationwide CareMatters II® 
This sales idea explores a financial 
planning strategy that uses qualified 
assets to help cover long-term care costs, 
thereby protecting planned retirement 
income for clients who are 591/2 years old 
and over.
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https://nf.nationwideadvisory.com/l/677263/2021-05-06/6m7qg/677263/1620327485Nqak5VAa/FLM_0946AO.4_The_role_of_life_insurance_in_financial_picture_IUL_II_Pr.pdf
https://nf.nationwideadvisory.com/l/677263/2021-05-06/6m7qj/677263/1620327521zT9B5lGJ/FLM_1297AO.1_CMII_Sales_Idea_SPIA_to_CareMatters__0221.pdf
https://nf.nationwideadvisory.com/l/677263/2021-05-06/6m7qs/677263/1620327625QP9IcA0n/LAM_3999AO_IUL_Acum_II_Roth_IRA_IBIS_case_study.pdf
https://nf.nationwideadvisory.com/l/677263/2021-05-06/6m7qv/677263/1620327661UNdHsimf/NFM_17093AO_Unraveling_the_self_insure_myth__4.2.19_.pdf
https://nf.nationwideadvisory.com/l/677263/2021-05-06/6m7ql/677263/1620327568d0jhCtjw/LAM_3724AO_IBIS_sales_idea_ADA.pdf
https://nf.nationwideadvisory.com/l/677263/2021-05-06/6m7qx/677263/1620327684JuG3rLMz/NFM_18216AO.1_How_to_use_IRA_distributions_to_fund_CareMatters_II.pdf


Find out more

See the difference that Nationwide can offer on your next case. 
Call us today at 1-888-767-7373. 

This material is not a recommendation to buy, sell, hold or roll over any asset, adopt an investment strategy, retain a specific investment 
manager or use a particular account type. It does not take into account the specific investment objectives, tax and financial condition or 
particular needs of any specific person. Investors should discuss their specific situation with their financial professional. 

Nationwide Intelligent Underwriting and eligible products are subject to state and firm approvals.

Products are issued by Nationwide Life Insurance Company or Nationwide Life and Annuity Insurance Company, Columbus, Ohio. 
Nationwide, Nationwide is on your side and the Nationwide N and Eagle are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company.  
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